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Pushing beyond a core vocabulary
• Vocabulary and the intermediate plateau
• Rationale in teaching vocabulary at higher levels
• The passive to active shift

• Vocabulary items vs. vocabulary features

Lower level vocabulary
• New and interesting
• Immediately useful and fills semantic gaps
• Easy to select by frequency

The intermediate plateau
• Depth of knowledge: flexibility of usage

• Beyond single words: collocations and chunks
• Fluency + accuracy + … complexity/elegance
• The passive-active gap

adumbrate
antipodal
avarice
breakfast
dyadic
febrile
question
rationale
reify
truncate

adumbrate
antipodal
dyadic
reify
febrile
avarice
truncate
rationale
breakfast
question

Why am I teaching this?
Passive vs. active vocabulary
Focus on passive vocabulary:

• Is it useful to recognize/understand?
• Does it illustrate a general feature?

'Extraordinarily hot' Arctic temperatures alarm scientists
Danish and US researchers say warmer air and sea surface could lead to
record lows of sea ice at the North Pole next year.
The Arctic is experiencing extraordinarily hot sea surface and air
temperatures, which are stopping ice forming and could lead to record
lows of sea ice at the North Pole next year, according to scientists.

Selecting vocab
from a text

Danish and US researchers monitoring satellites and Arctic weather
stations are surprised and alarmed by air temperatures peaking at what
they say is an unheard-of 20C higher than normal for the time of year. In
addition, sea temperatures averaging nearly 4C higher than usual in
October and November.

“It’s been about 20C warmer than normal over most of the Arctic Ocean,
along with cold anomalies of about the same magnitude over northcentral Asia. This is unprecedented for November,” said research
professor Jennifer Francis of Rutgers University.
Temperatures have been only a few degrees above freezing when -25C
should be expected, according to Francis. “These temperatures are
literally off the charts for where they should be at this time of year. It is
pretty shocking. The Arctic has been breaking records all year.” she said.
Francis said the near-record low sea ice extent this summer had led to a
warmer than usual autumn. That in turn had reduced the temperature
difference between the Arctic and mid-latitudes.
“This helped make the jet stream wavier and allowed more heat and
moisture to be driven into Arctic latitudes and perpetuate the warmth.
It’s a vicious circle,” she added.
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Selecting vocab
from a text

Danish and US researchers monitoring satellites and Arctic weather
stations are surprised and alarmed by air temperatures peaking at what
they say is an unheard-of 20C higher than normal for the time of year. In
addition, sea temperatures averaging nearly 4C higher than usual in
October and November.

Passive vocabulary:

“It’s been about 20C warmer than normal over most of the Arctic Ocean,
along with cold anomalies of about the same magnitude over northcentral Asia. This is unprecedented for November,” said research
professor Jennifer Francis of Rutgers University.

formal/academic

Temperatures have been only a few degrees above freezing when -25C
should be expected, according to Francis. “These temperatures are
literally off the charts for where they should be at this time of year. It is
pretty shocking. The Arctic has been breaking records all year.” she said.
Francis said the near-record low sea ice extent this summer had led to a
warmer than usual autumn. That in turn had reduced the temperature
difference between the Arctic and mid-latitudes.
“This helped make the jet stream wavier and allowed more heat and
moisture to be driven into Arctic latitudes and perpetuate the warmth.
It’s a vicious circle,” she added.
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Selecting vocab
from a text

Danish and US researchers monitoring satellites and Arctic weather
stations are surprised and alarmed by air temperatures peaking at what
they say is an unheard-of 20C higher than normal for the time of year. In
addition, sea temperatures averaging nearly 4C higher than usual in
October and November.

Vocabulary features:

“It’s been about 20C warmer than normal over most of the Arctic Ocean,
along with cold anomalies of about the same magnitude over northcentral Asia. This is unprecedented for November,” said research
professor Jennifer Francis of Rutgers University.

REGISTER
formal/academic
informal/journalistic

Temperatures have been only a few degrees above freezing when -25C
should be expected, according to Francis. “These temperatures are
literally off the charts for where they should be at this time of year. It is
pretty shocking. The Arctic has been breaking records all year.” she said.
Francis said the near-record low sea ice extent this summer had led to a
warmer than usual autumn. That in turn had reduced the temperature
difference between the Arctic and mid-latitudes.
“This helped make the jet stream wavier and allowed more heat and
moisture to be driven into Arctic latitudes and perpetuate the warmth.
It’s a vicious circle,” she added.

Why am I teaching this?
The passive to active shift
The development of fluency may mean
greater ease of use of known language
forms but does not necessarily imply
development in the complexity of the
learner’s language.
Richards (2008)

Simplicity without elegance
Hinkel (2003)

The passive to active shift:
features of learner writing
• be as main verb
• Vague nouns (people, things)
• Personal language (think, want, feel, say, ask, tell)
Hinkel (2003)

Simplicity without elegance
Hinkel (2003)
LEARNER

L1 ENGLISH SPEAKER

In a serious class, people are
sleepy or unattentive. If people
are unattentive in the class,
learning is hard for students. In
contrast, if people think that the
lesson is enjoyable, most people
have interest in the class and the
subject.

While working with serious
topics can increase one’s
maturity, entertainment can
bring out the creativity of the
person.

The passive to active shift:
focus on mid-range vocabulary

Why am I teaching this?
The passive to active shift
• Noticing in context
• Focus on usage: multiple meanings, patterns, collocations

'Extraordinarily hot' Arctic temperatures alarm scientists
Danish and US researchers say warmer air and sea surface
could lead to record lows of sea ice at the North Pole next year.

Selecting vocab
from a text
Active vocabulary:
noticing

The Arctic is experiencing extraordinarily hot sea surface and
air temperatures, which are stopping ice forming and could
lead to record lows of sea ice at the North Pole next year,
according to scientists.
Danish and US researchers monitoring satellites and Arctic
weather stations are surprised and alarmed by air
temperatures peaking at what they say is an unheard-of 20C
higher than normal for the time of year. In addition, sea
temperatures averaging nearly 4C higher than usual in October
and November.
[…]
Francis said the near-record low sea ice extent this summer
had led to a warmer than usual autumn. That in turn had
reduced the temperature difference between the Arctic and
mid-latitudes.
“This helped make the jet stream wavier and allowed more
heat and moisture to be driven into Arctic latitudes and
perpetuate the warmth. It’s a vicious circle,” she added.

Why am I teaching this?
The passive to active shift
• Noticing in context

• Focus on usage: multiple meanings, patterns, collocations
• Transferring this to student writing
 Focus on language rather than task
 Focused editing
 Reward vocab experimentation

Takeaways: What’s your rationale?
Is the vocabulary …

If so, …

• useful to recognize?

• activities should focus on comprehension

• useful for illustrating a feature?

• focus on register, cohesion, word formation …

• useful for students to use themselves?

• explore usage, grammar patterns, collocation …
 Encourage students to stretch themselves
 Reduce cognitive load to focus on language
 Reward experimentation
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